Look for the red balloons outside each studio.

The South Valley is a unique area within the urban environment of Albuquerque. It is a semi-rural enclave that is rich in culture as well as birds, cottonwood trees, farms and space. Many artists have chosen this environment to establish their studios. Nineteen of them welcome the public to visit their studios for the first self-organized South Valley Studio Tour.

Cross the river and explore the studios of a wide diversity of artists working in painting, drawing, collage, metal sculpture, ceramics, glass, and more. Come meet the artists, learn about their processes and have a South Valley adventure!

MAP & INFO:
SouthValleyStudioTour.com

Sunday, November 10, 2019

12-5pm:
VISIT ART STUDIOS

6-9pm:
PERFORMANCE SHOWCASE
Hosted by Mitch Berg
749 La Vega Dr. SW
Potluck / BYOB

PERFORMERS INCLUDE:

James Aranda
POETRY

Priscilla Candelaria
POETRY

Circulo Solar Ollin Xochipilli
AZTEC DANCE

Dos Gatos from Felix y los Gatos
ZYDE-TEJANO BLUES

Los de Afuera
RHYTHM & BLUES

Alicia Lueras Maldonado
PERFORMANCE ART

EVERYONE IS WELCOME!
ART STUDIOS

ALEX ATHENS
1904 Van Court SW
Portraits, landscapes and still-life paintings and drawings.
athensartabq.com

ALI BAUDOIN
1806 Poplar Lane SW
Abstract painting and stainless steel sculpture
alibaudoin.com

MITCH BERG
749 La Vega Drive SW
Fused glass folk art sculpture
mitchbergart.com

ROBERT BRETTTELLE
1314 El Porvenir Circle SW
Primarily steel sculptures that are both architectural and utilitarian
facebook.com/robertbrettellesculptureart

MATTHEW COHEN
1539 Tapia Boulevard SW
Combining photography and sculpture to explore new ways of presenting imagery
artstudiomc.com

ERIN ELDER
1420 Blake Road SW
Colorful mixed media collages that elicit natural phenomenon
erinelder.com

NINA ELDER
1420 Blake Road SW
Drawings exploring human impacts on the landscape
ninaelder.com

JOHN GALLEGOS
1240 Jeannette Avenue SW
Experiments in ideas and expression
johngallegosart.com

LAVERNE HARPER
1806 Poplar Lane SW
Landscapes caught between abstraction and reality, the collision of man made environment with nature
laverneharper.com

HILARY HEYL
2459 Camelia Court SW
Vividly colored weavings with contemporary, abstract imagery
tinyurl.com/yez77cy

ARYON HOPKINS
1703 Gonzales Road SW
Art-making in the open with others (mostly flags)
aryon.com

ALICIA LUERAS MALDONADO
2459 Camelia Court SW
Stories and images of everyday life and landscape from the lens of a Chicana photographer
attrixcoproductions.com

BILL MOHR
1152 Tapia Boulevard SW
Photographs and paintings
billmohrart.com

JULIE REICHERT
1152 Tapia Boulevard SW
Hand made paper and paper art

SUZANNE SBARGE
223 Riverside Drive SW
Collage paintings merging humans, animals and plants in dream-like narratives
suzannesbarge.com

ONLY TANTUM
7130 Isleta Boulevard SW
Contemporary and eclectic

CAT TSOSIE
1227 Entrada Bonita Street SW
Exploring the traditions of my pueblo and my love of animals

HARRIETTE TSOSIE
1227 Entrada Bonita Street SW
Artwork about identity as shaped by genetics, language, and place
harriettetsosie.com

PETER VOSHEFSKI
2213 Raven Lane SW
Visual-tactile-textural works on wood and paper, infiltrated by human stuff, landscape, flora/fauna, and geology
instagram.com/petervoshefski

PENELOPE YOUNG
1703 Harzman Road SW
pennyyoungo.com

MAP & INFO:
SouthValleyStudioTour.com